June 19, 2019

FINDING BY CHIEF PROCUREMENT OFFICER
CANYONS SCHOOL DISTRICT

Research has been conducted to find out if there are any additional suppliers that may provide Interactive Game-Based Vocabulary Software for Canyons School District (requisition #57169, BidSync solicitation #19GC52SS). It is the finding of the Chief Procurement Officer that the supplier Membean LLC is the only source of this product. It provides teacher and student licenses to access Membean’s online, interactive, game-based vocabulary learning software. The license are all access for a one (1) year term and are site licenses for unlimited concurrent users. Pricing on all purchases will be verified but competition will not be required. The finding is effective for all Canyons School District schools and departments from June 18, 2019 - June 17, 2021. The Purchasing Department will then review this finding and determine if any additional suppliers have entered the marketplace or if this will remain a sole source and extend the finding.

As Chief Procurement Officer, I find that it is in the best interest of the District to have this finding on file in order to allow the schools to purchase this equipment as required without obtaining two quotes.

For Gary D. Hansen
Chief Procurement Officer